We study F P V , the class of functions that can be computed with nonadaptive queries to an NP oracle. We show that optimization problems stemming from the known NP compleie sets, where the optimum is taken over a polynomially bounded range, are hard for F P Y . This is related to (and, in 
Introduction
A fundamental issue in the study of NP and related classes is the complexity of generating proofs that a string is a member of a given language.' For NP complete sets, it is well known that the lexicographically least, or leftmost, witness of membership can be generated in FPNP, the class of functions computable in polynomial time with access to an oracle in NP [va76] . For example, if we consider the NP complete set SAT, the following function is in FPNP.
{ leftmost satisfying fiefi(V) = assignment of (o, 
where I is some special symbol to denote that f(z) is undefined.
Krentel showed that every function in FPNP can be reduced to fie@, and thus fieft is complete for FPNP [Kr86] . H i s proof involved showing that the leftmost accepting path of an NP computation can be made to correspond to the correct query path of a FPNP computation and to the leftmost satisfying assignment in the output of Cook's reduction to SAT [Co71] .
In this paper, we consider F P F , the class of functions in FPNP that can be computed by making nonadaptive queries to NP, that is, all the queries must be written down before any answers are received from the oracle. We are also interested in PNP, the class of languages recognizable in polynomial time by making nonadaptive queries to NP. For an extensive study, see [Ka88] .
More specifically, our work is motivated by the following questions.
II
What is the structure of F P F ? What functions are in F P F ? What functions are hard (or complete) for F P F ?
Can proofs of membership for NP complete sets (for example satisfying assignments) be computed by functions in F P F ?
Are there claases of proofs that are easier to generate than the leftmost proof? What is the relationship between different proofs? Do all proofs of membership contain the same amount of information?
With respect to (l), Chen and Toda [CT93 s h e wed many functions to be complete for FPF (see also [JT93] ). An example is the function that for any Boolean formula 'p gives the supremum of the satisfying assignments of 'p. Observe that the supremum must not necessarily be a satisfying assignment of 'p.
In another paper, Chen and Toda [CT91] showed that under certain restrictions, every function in F P Y can be reduced to any function that computes optimal solutions to NP complete optimization problems.
They define an NPCOP to be an NP optimization problem for which the cost of the solutions is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the problem instance. For example, the size of the largest clique in a graph is bounded by the size of the graph. They show that NPCOP's that are linearly paddable see CT91 for precise definitions), are hard for FPfi' . We extend their work to a, in some sense, broader class of functions.
In an NPCOP, the set of instances for which one wants to compute an optimal solution has to be a polynomial-time decidable set. We will define the class of polynomially bounded NP optimization problems, NPbOpt for short, where the set of instances can be an N P set. The advantage is that now any NP set together with some polynomially boundedlution cost function defines an NPbOpt. We will show many NPbOpt's to be hard for FPf;'. For this, we consider NP sets that have universal relations [AB92].
Sets that have universal relations are N P complete sets that have related proof systems, i.e., it is possible to compute from a proof of membership for an instance for one set a proof of membership for an instance for the other. We will show in Section 3 that every universal NPbOpt having an embedding operator (see next section for definitions) is hard for F P Y . An example for such a function class is Fzero.
11
f(P) = Moreover, f E Fmro some satisfying assignment of 'p having the maximum number of zeros,
we will show that FPfP is precisely the clasa of functions that reduces to k i v e i a l NPbOpt's having embedding operators. We will call this property quasi-completeness. Furthermore we will show that functions computing solutions to universal NPbOpt's having embedding operators are in fact equivalent under an appropriate functional reducibility.
It thus follows that F P V is exactly the class of functions that reduce to F,,, and hence that Fze, is quasi-complete for F P Y . In Section 4, we link the question whether these functions are complete in the classical sense -some member has to be computable in F P Y -to the complexity of generating proofs of membership for certain N P complete sets. For example consider the following function class.
We show that some function in Fzer, is computable in F P Y if and only if some function in Fsat is computable in F P Y . In other words, if it is at all possible to compute some satisfying assignment within F P Y , then this can be done for F=,yo. NPSV is the class of functions that can be computed by single-valued N P transducers. NPSV is a subclass of F P P . Is it possible to compute satisfying assignments even within NPSV? Hemaspaandra et.al. [HNOS93] give a negative answer: this is not possible within NPSV, unless the Polynomial Time Hierarchy collapses to the second level, i.e., An improvement of their result to F P Y will therefore give a negative answer to the completeness (in the classical sense) of functions computing solutions to NPbOpt's having embedding operators. In Section 5 , we will will make a first step by extending their result to FPNPSV ['] . Furthermore, we show that Faat is quasi-complete for NPSV, FPNPSV [l] , and FPYsv under certain reducibilities, respectively. As a consequence, we can improve a result of Watanabe and Toda WT901. They show that flefi cannot be reduced to Faat, unless N P # ceNP. We show that even FPNPSV ['] cannot be reduced to Fsot, unless
The following is a summary of our main results:
We extend the work of [CT91] and show that a broad class of functions, that are interreducible, is hard for F P V (Theorem 3.1 and 3.2).
In an attempt to show that these hardness results cannot be extended to completeness results we provide a link to the problem of generating proofs of membership for certain NP complete sets (Theorem 4.2).
(3) We will characterize F P Y as the class of functions that is (metric) reducible to F,,, ("Fe rem 4.3), and NPSV, FPf;PSV, and FPll as those functions that are reducible to FIat for certain functional reducibilities, respectively (Thee rem 5.4). We will call this property quasicompleteness.
(4) As a consequence of the quasi-completeness results, we strengthen a result of Watanabe and Toda [WT90] (Corollary 5.5).
Preliminaries

Universal Relations
Let C = {0,1} be an alphabet and let R be a relation on C' x C'. The domain of R is the set DR = { x E C' I 3y E C ' xRy}. Any y E C ' witnessing that some x is in DR is called a solution for x with respect to R. The set of all solutions for some x E C' with respect to R is denoted by SR(Z), and SR is the set of all solutions.
We say that R is a NP relation, if the following two conditions hold.
(i) There is a polynomialp such that for all x E DR, any solution for x has length p(IxI), i.e., S R ( X ) D ' ( l z l ) , and (ii) R is decidable in polynomial time.
By FR, we denote the class of all functions f : E ' + SR U {I} such that for all x E C*
In this paper, we investigate how hard it is to compute some solution for a given x with respect to some NP relation, i.e., some function in FR. For comparing the complexity of this task for different NP relations, we need to consider reductions between them. Here, the following question arises. Given two N P relations Ro and R1 such that we can many-one reduce D R~ to D R~ via some FP function h. For any x E D R~, can we compute a solution for x with respect to Ro from a given solution for h(x) with respect to RI? In general, this is not known. But in some cases, we indeed can. Consider for example Cook's reduction from an arbitrary N P set to SAT [Co71] . For a fixed NP machine M , for any input x for M there is constructed a Boolean formula pz such that x is accepted by M iff 'pz E SAT. And in fact, from any satisfying amignment for pa, one can easily compute an accepting path of M on input x . The Bame holds for the manyone reductions for example from SAT to the known NP complete sets such as HAM or CLIQUE which one finds in the standard textbooks (see for example
But in general, a many-one reduction doesn't respect the structure of the solution spaces of the instances that are mapped to each other. It just guarantees the existence f nonexistence of solutions.
However, in a very general approach, Agrawal and Biswas [AB921 showed that a large variety of N P complete sets in fact share the above described property with SAT, including all sets being isomorphic to SAT. They introduced the notion of an universal relation which we define below. Let x = 2 1 . . xn be a string of length n and a = ( n l , . . . ,nl) a sequence of integers, where 1 5 ni < ni+l 5 n, for i = 1,. . . , I -1. Then Mask(z, a) is the string of length I , where the i-th bit is the ni-th bit of X , i.e., M~s k (~, a ) = xnl * * . x n r .
For a set S c C",
An NP relation R has a join operator, if there are two FP functions joinR and join-lwtR such that if j o i n R ( x l , . . . , t n ) = z and join-listR(x1,. . . , 2,) = a, where X I , . . . , xn, z E C' and CY is a sequence of integers, then
That is, the join function combines several given strings into one string z in such a way that from any solution for z, we can compute solutions for the given strings: we just have to read the bit positions to which the join-list function is pointing to.
An NP relation R has an equivalence operator, if there are two FP functions equR and equ-listR such that if equR(x, ( i l l .. . , it), (j1, . . . , j t ) ) = z and equ-listR(x, ( i l l . . . , i t ) , (jl, . . . , j t ) ) = a, where x E E', E I ~(lxl), and 1 I ii # jr I ~(1x1) for 1 = 1, . . . , E, where polynomial p gives the length of the solutions of R , then Mask(S&), a) = { y E SR(X) I the il-th and the jl-th bit of p are equal, for 1 = 1,. . . , E . } That is, the equivalence function maps a given string x to some string z in such a way that the solution space of z at the positions to which the equivalence-list function is pointing to, consists of all the solutions of x where the bit positions indicated by the two input integer sequences are equal.
For getting the corresponding decision problem DR of an NP relation R NP complete, besides having join and equivalence operators, we need an instance b E C ' such that the solution space of b has a certain structure. Namely, there has to exist three integers a = (nl,na,ns) such that M a d k ( S~( b ) , a ) ( R , c) is called a polynomially bounded NP optimization problem, NPbOpt for short, if there is a polynomial that bounds c. Note that from any N P set we can derive a polynomially bounded NP optimization problem by taking some relation witnessing the set being in NP and some arbitrary polynomially bounded cost function c. In contrast, Chen and Toda defined the more restricted notion of an NPCOP which is defined similar to an NPbOpt, but with the additional constraint that the domain DR is a set in P.
(R, c) is called universal, if R is universal and the join operation of R respects c, i.e., if we join two instances, then we can compute an optimal solution for the two instances from an optimal solution for the join of the instances. More formally, there has to exist a FP function g : DR x DR x SR + SR x SR such that for all 20, tl E DR and for all y E OptSolR,,(joi?afi(n), Q)), if g(xol 21, Y) = (YO, YI), then YO E O P~S O~R , , (~O ) and We say that ( R , c ) has an embedding operator, if there exist two FP functions e : C ' + DR and g : C* x SR + SR such that there is a f E Opt,,, such that for all x E C' E OPtSolR,c(Zl)-That is, e maps every string x to some string t in the domain DR of R such that from an optimal solution for z, one can either compute an optimal solution for 2, or detect that x 6 DR.
Examples
First of all, note that all examples of Chen and Toda for NPCOP's can easily be modified to be universal NPbOpt's having an embedding operator. They mention for example Maximum Clique, Minimum Coloring, and Longest Path. We give some examples that might not be expressible as an NPCOP.
Since the number of zero8 in an assignment of a Boolean formula is bounded by the number of varia, bles of that formula, F,,, is an NPbOpt. Since SAT is universal and since the join, which is the conjunction here, respects the maximum number of zeros, F,,, is universal. Furthermore, F,,, has an embedding operator. Let p = 'p(z1,. . . , zn) be a Boolean formula and let 31, . . . , z n + l be new variables. Define
Then CP E SAT, and if p E SAT and a is a satisfying assignment with the maximum number of zeros for p, then aOn+l is a satisfying assignment for with the maximum number of zeros. On the other hand, if p # SAT, then 0"1"+' is a satisfying assignment for CP with the maximum number of zeros. Therefore, getting a satisfying assignment with the maximum number of zeros for 6, one can either get one for 'p or detect that
Fmmoguess is defined on instances (N, z,1") for the standard universal NP complete set, i.e., it is asked whether the nondeterministic Turing machine N accepts input z in at most m steps. Any nondeterministic computation path of N can be represented as a binary string corresponding to the nondeterministic branch points in the computation. FmaoJuess is the class of functions that give, on input (N, z, l m ) , some accepting path of N on z with the maximum number of zeros, and are undefined, if there is no accepting path. Join, equivalence, and embedding operators are similar as for F,,,. Here, one has to manipulate the input machine N appropriately.
In unary-TSP, there is given an undirected graph G with integer weights given in unary notation on the edges, so that the weights are bounded by the size of the input. The task is to determine a traveling salesman tour in G having minimal ~e i g b t .~ For the join and equivalence operators see [AB92] . For the embedding operator, let B be the sum of the weights of the edges of G. Let G' be the extension of G to a complete graph, where all new edges have weight B + 1. Now, G' clearly has a traveling salesman tour.
Furthermore, if the tour with minimum weight in G' is bounded by B, then this is also a minimum tour in G. Otherwise, there is no traveling salesman tour in G.
3Note that unary-TSP is a " h a t i o n pmblem. By defining an appropriate solution coat function, this can be easily turned into a maximization problem.
Functional Reducibilities
There are several notions of reducibility between functions. Krentel [Kr86] introduced the metric reduction. Let f , g be functions.
f l E $ g * 3 t i , t z E F P : f ( z ) = t z ( = , g o t i ( z ) ) .
This clearly captures the idea of being able to compute f(z) from one call to g. Watanabe and Toda mT90] and Chen and Toda [CT91] extended this reduction to function classes. Let G be a class of functions. We distinguish the case that one pair of translation functions reduces f to all functions in G , or that for each function g E G there is a pair of translation functions that reduces f to g . In the first case, we call the reduction uniform.
3ti,tz E FP Vg E G : f(z) = t z (~, g o t i ( z ) ) , and f < E $ G
Vg E G 3t1,tz E FP : f ( z ) = t z (~, g o t i ( z ) ) .
We also consider the more general type of reduction when more than one instance is given to a function in G . That is, t l ( z ) produces a list of instances and t z gets the function values of some function in G of these instances. This is called a truth-table reduction and denoted by ~,","ifom-Fp and <gP , respectively.
If G is a class of partial functions, we must deal with the case that f ( z ) is defined, while g o t l ( z ) is undefined. We call a reduction strict , denoted by f <{p-strict G, if there are FP functions t l and t2 witnessing that f <gP G such that for all z, if f(z) is defined, then g is defined for all instances produced by Let sr be any of the reducibilities defined here.
For a class F of functions, we say that G is hard for F with respect to +reduction, if for all functions f E F, we have f IC G . This is denoted by F lr G.
Furthermore, we say that G is complete for F , if in addition there is some function in G that is also in F , i.e., F n G # 8.
We also consider the case that eventually not all functions in F are reducible to G, but that any function in G can be used to compute some function in F . We call this a weak reduction.
t l ( + ~<weai?FPG -1-T
The uniform and truth-table versions of this reduction are defined analogously. The uniform weak Turing reduction was defined in [FHOS93] .
It is easy to see that all the reducibilities defined here are transitive, but in general, only the weak reducibilities are reflexive.
Although the uniformness condition seem to be a strong restriction on the reduction, Watanabe Chen and Toda [CT91] showed that certain NPCOP's are hard for F P F under S E . -reductions.
Our first theorem states that this holds as well for certain NPbOpt's, as for example F, , , .
Theorem 3.1. Let (R,c) be an universal NPbOpt having an embedding operator. Then we have FPf;P <E$ Opt,,,.
PmoJ
Let f E FPT via some polynomial-time transducer T and some NP set A. Let z E E* be fixed. We show how to compute f(t) when getting an arbitrary optimal solution for some instance z with respect to ( R , c).
Let w1, . . . , wk be the queries of transducer T on input t to A. Since DR is N P complete, there is a FP function h reducing A to DR. Let e and g be embedding functions for (R, c ) . We use e to map all strings h(wi) to DR and then combine all the resulting strings into one string t using the join function of R. That is, we define z = joinR(e o h(wl), . . . , e o h(wk)).
Let y E OptSolR,,(%). Since joinR respects c, from y we can compute solutions yi E OptSol,,(eo h(wi)), P~o o f We will show that for any z E E*, we can map z to some string z E DR, such that from an optimal solution for z with respect to (Ro, C O ) , we can either compute an optimal solution for z with respect to ( R , c) or detect that z is not in DR.
Let us define the NP relation R' as follows. For any z E C* and k 2 p(lzl), where p is some polynomial that bounds the solution cost function c, (z,k)R'y t R y and c ( z , y ) 3 k.
Let z E C* be fixed and let k ' be the maximum k such that (t, k) E Dp. Observe that any solution for ( 2 , k*) with respect to R' is an optimal solution for z with respect to (R, c), i.e., SR,(Z, k') E Opt%lR,,(z).
We will show how to compute a witness for each (z,k) E DR, when getting an arbitrary optimal solution for some instance z with respect to (R0,co). From these witnesses, we output the one for (2, IC*).
Since R' is an NP relation and since Ro is universal, there is a FP function h that reduces DR, to DR@ in such a way that for any (z, k ) E D R~ and from any witness for h ( z , k ) E DR, we can compute a witness
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using the embedding function and the join function for &, we combine all the resulting strings h(z, l), . . . , h(z,p(Izl)) into one string t such that from a witness for z E DR,, we can compute witnesses for all h ( z , k ) that are in DRo. If we don't assume the existence of an embedding function for the NPbOpt's, then the above theorems still hold, but with the corresponding truth-table reductions, respectively.
Completeness
In the previous section, we established a framework for proving certain functions hard for F P Y . The natural question that arises is whether these functions are also complete for F P T . (Reed that G is complete for F if G is hard for F and, in addition, F n G # 8). Chen and Toda [CT91] showed that a randomized uersion of FPf;P can actually compute any NPCOP in the following sense: for any NPCOP there is a twoplace function f E F P Y , that, when given as one input the problem instance z and as the other input some randomly chosen string, outputs with high probability an optimal solution for z with respect to the given NPCOP. This result holds also for NPbOpt's. Since R' is an NP relation, there are FP functions h and s such that h many-one reduces DRI to DR,, and for any (z, k) E DRI and any string z witnessing that h (x, k) E D R~, s(z) is a witness that (z, k) is in D R~.
Let x E C ' be fixed. We show that we can compute some value in OptSOlR,,(x) with parallel queries to some NP set.
Let k ' be the maximal k such that ( z , k ) E DRI, i.e., we have c'(z) = k ' . Then h(x, IC') is in DR,, and z = f o h ( z , IC+) is some witness for this, by assumption. Hence, s(z) is a witness that (z,k') E DRI and therefore, we have that s(z) E OPtSOIR,c(z). That is, we define f'(2) = 8 0 f 0 h ( z , c'(z)).
It remains to show that f' E F P Y . We leave this to the reader.
On the other hand, we will show in the next theorem that all functions that are <:$-reducible to some NPbOpt are already in F P P , and therefore, together with Theorem 3.1, it follows that FPY be reducible to some NPbOpt. This can be interpreted as a weaker form of completeness.
However, at Present time, we do not know whether the NPbOpt results from the previous section can be wing example concerning F,,,,. Let 'p = 'p(z1, . . . , zn) be a Boolean formula and let z1, . . . , zn be new varia-
bles. Define extended to
Consider the characterized as the offunctions that are <E$ -n Definition Let F and G be function classes. We say @ (~l , .
. . , ~n , 21,. e . , ~n )
that G is quasi-complete for F under <,-reduction, if
Then 'p E SAT 0 E SAT, and every satisfying assignment for @ has the same number of zeros, namely n. This already indicates a close connection between computing a satisfying assignment with the maximum number of zeros and computing an arbitrary satisfying assignment. And indeed, we can show that if it is at all possible to compute some satisfying assignment with parallel queries to NP, then this is also possible within F, , , .
In other words, obtaining such a completeness result is exactly as hard as any proof that one can indeed compute some satisfying assignment in F P T . By Lemma 2.2, we can assume that the reduction is uniform. Let f be reducible to OPtR,, via tl, t 2 E FP, i.e., we have for any x and for all Define N P sets A and B as follows. For any x E E ' , k 5 p(IzI), and i 5 q(lzl), where p is some polynomial that bounds the solution cast function c and q is some polynomial that bounds the length of the solutions for z with respect to R y E OptSolR,c(tl(z)) that f(x) = t2(x, y). Note that NPSV C F P V , since with the help of an NP set one can get in parallel all the bits of an NPSV function value. In fact, FPf;P = FPf;Psv [FHOS93] . Theorem 5.4. Let R be an universal relation.
Proof. (i) Let f be in NPSV and let N be an NPSV machine for f. Consider the following N P relation RN. . . , yk, tz(x, y1,. . . , yk) will give the same value, namely f(x).
Hence, N is single-valued and computes f.
The inclusion from left ro right of (ii) and (iii), follow by an easy modification of the argument for (i). In fact, we get more general that FPll { f I f <f$t F R ) , for every E E FP.
For the reverse inclusion of (ii), let f be a function that is <c$ -reducible to FR via the FP functions t l and t z . Consider the following NP machine N on input x. First, N computes tl(z) and then guesses a solution y for it with respect to R. If tl(z)Ry, then Clearly, N is a NPSV machine that outputs f(x) if it is defined. Now a FP machine with N as an oracle can compute f(z) by producing the same output as N on x when it is defined, and tz(z, I), otherwise.
For the reverse inclusion of (iii), let f be a function that is <LP-reducible to FR via the FP functions t l and t z . We show how to compute f with parallel queries to NP. Let x € C ' be fixed and let wl, . . . , Wk be the queries produced by tl(z). By asking the wi's to DR, we can find out which ones of them actually have a solution with respect to R. Suppose 1 of w1, . . . , Wk are in DR, where 0 5 15 k. Observe that an N P miG chine knowing 1 can actually compute (on some path) the wi's in DR together with some solution for them, and therefore, via t z also f(x). Since there are only L possibilities for I, i.e. polynomially many, we can define an NP set that, for each I, refers to the bits of f(x), similar as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. All together, we can compute f(x) by asking polynomially many queries in parallel to DR and the latter NP set. 0 N outputs t Z ( 2 , y1,. . . , yk). NPSV[k] N outputs t2(x, y). 
